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KleenMaster Floor Machine - KM 175
Marble Floor Restoration System
KleenMaster KM 175 is a very versatile
scrubbing machine which can also be
used for professional restoration of
stone floors such as marble, terrazzo,
etc. Supplied with an oversized motor
and the famous NP-4 long life gear box,
it is able to take on the toughest jobs
and still come out tops!
The ST10 solution tank is
easy to install/remove
with the mounting clips
located on the handle. Its
10 litres solution capacity
is ideal for stone restoration work . Solution control lever on handle offers
easy control of water flow
KM 175 is extremely
efficient at diamond
disc honing, crystallization and powder
polishing all types of
marble and terrazzo
floors due to its ideal
weight and speed

KM 175

KM 175 fitted with
a diamond disc
holder & diamond
honing discs

The NP-4 all metal
gear box is reknown
for durability even
under very heavy use

Supplied with a 16” Pad Holder. There is
a wide range Of optional weighted pad
holders, diamond honing discs, diamond
disc holder, brushes & accessories for
every task

KleenMaster Floor Machines
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Kleen Master also offers a wide range
of diamond grinding, honing and polishing discs to suit any restoration requirement. To complement them, there
is also a wide range of diamond disc
holders, pad holders as well as
weighted pad holders.

Spray Buffing

KleenChem offers and stocks an
wide range of polishing powders,
crystallization cum honing powders
and crystallization liquids as well as
maintenance products for each and
every type of marble, terrazzo, travertine etc.

Burnishing

Satisfactory

